SOUTH DAKOTA WIC PROGRAM
RETAIL NOTE
March 2018

WIC PRICE ADJUSTMENTS: February 27th – 28th we had a miscalculation with our allowed prices. This was corrected by 10:00 a.m. on February 28th, and we are submitting adjustments for the transactions that were affected. We will give you an update when you can expect to see the credit to your account. We apologize for this inconvenience. If you have any questions, please contact Wendy.

STORE UPDATES: Please log into the vendor module by March 31st to review and update food prices. This process may be changing in the future, but for now, prices need to be updated throughout the year.

Also, while reviewing WIC food prices, please check to make sure contact names, phone numbers, and email addresses are current.

WIC SHELF TAGS: We strongly encourage stores to use WIC shelf tags to help identify WIC eligible items for customers. WIC clients are educated on using their food guide and shopping list in the store, but more visibility will help ensure the correct items are brought to the register for purchase. This will save your employees time and effort in assisting the customer after they try to check out. Please contact us if you need WIC shelf tags. They come in rolls of 250.

VENDOR SCREENS: The State WIC office will be updating the vendor screens later this year. Please be watching for more information in the coming months.

AGREEMENT MEETINGS: This summer we will be conducting agreement renewal meetings. Watch for information regarding locations and meeting times. This is mandatory for renewing your WIC agreement for 3 more years.

eWIC SALES HELP: Please see the attached page for helpful tips if an eWIC card is not working.

Welcome Spring!

WIC RETAIL MANAGEMENT STAFF

Renee Osterkamp, Retail Coordinator
Telephone 605.773.4782
FAX 1.866.579.8246
renee.osterkamp@state.sd.us

Wendy Speaect, Vendor Manager
Telephone 605.773.6206
FAX 1.866.579.8246
wendy.speaect@state.sd.us